Graphene oxide (GO) possesses excellent mechanical strength, biocompatibility, colloidal stability, large surface area and high adsorption capability. It has driven to cancer nanotechnology to defeat cancer therapy obstacles, via integration into three-dimensional (3D) hydrogel network with biocompatible polymers as nanocomposites carrier, and controllable release of anticancer drugs. Specifically, the surface of GO affords π-π stacking and hydrophilic interactions with anticancer drugs. Additionally, modification of GO with various polymers such as natural and synthetic polymers enhances its biodegradability, drug loading, and target delivery. In this review, GO based hydrogels research accomplishments are reviewed on the aspects of crosslinking strategies, preparation methods, the model drug, polymer conjugation and modification with targeting ligands. Moreover, swelling kinetics, drug release profile and biological activity in vivo and in vitro are discussed. The biocompatibility of GO based hydrogels is also discussed from the perspective of its nano-bio interfaces. Apart from that, the clinical potential of GO based hydrogels and its major challenges are addressed in detail. Finally, this review concludes with a summary and invigorating future perspectives of GO based hydrogels for anticancer drug delivery. It is anticipated that this review can stimulate a new research gateway to facilitate the development of anticancer drug delivery by harnessing the unique properties of GO based hydrogels, such as large surface area, chemical purity, high loading capacity of drug, chemical stability, and the nature of lipophilic for cell membrane penetration.
Introduction
Today, cancer is the most dangerous disease that leads to death. It can be defined as a complex multifunctional cell disease that originates from genetic and molecular abnormalities [1] . GLOBOCAN statistics showed in 2012, about 14.1 million new cancer cases and 8.2 million death cases occurred [2] . Several methods have been used for the cancer treatment including surgery, radiation therapy and chemotherapy. However, limitations to those methods were documented, with regards to the side effects due to higher drug toxicity and the method efficiency [3] . Cancer nanotechnology is a new research field to develop a tool that overcomes barriers in cancer therapies, by applying nanoparticles as drug delivery agents [4] . The main reason behind exploring nanoparticles as drug delivery agent is attributed to their small sizes below 100 nm, which can easily gain access to a tumor cell and get more time to retain inside the tumor [5, 6] . In addition, at molecular level, the mesoscopic size property supports the unique interaction with biological systems. Moreover, nanoparticles are very important to drug encapsulation and biocompatibility, owing to their material composition to provide self-assembling property and maintain the specificity and stability [4] . Different kinds of materials were used for the preparation of nanoparticles-based therapeutic systems, such as carbon, ceramic, polymers, lipids and metals [7, 8] . Moreover, therapeutic systems can be synthesized in different shapes including spherical, tubular or branched structure [8] . Therefore, the type of nanoparticles used for drug delivery system undergoes various development such as polymer microspheres, polymer-drug conjugates, micelles, and various ligand-targeted products [9, 10] .
Utilization of nanotechnology as drug delivery system might encounter several challenges, including stability, site-specific delivery and programmed drug release [11] . Accordingly, anticancer drug administration must overcome series of obstructions that lead to side effects on the normal cells other than target cells throughout blood circulation. Moreover, nanocarriers during delivering drugs into targeted cancer cells prefer tumor aggregation via the enhanced permeability and retention effect and affinity to the uptake of receptor-specific cellular [12] . To regulate the anticancer drug release and deliver it to the targeted site, the researchers had studied the physicochemical properties and micro-environmental features of tumor tissues, which are unique, compared to normal tissues, such as gradients of abnormal temperature, overexpressed proteins and enzymes as well as weak acidity [13] [14] [15] . Specifically, at the intracellular level, there are remarkable differences in the micro-environment between the tumor cells and the normal cells, such as the high glutathione level or cysteine in the endolysosomes and cytoplasm, Additionally, many graphene derivatives have been investigated for biomedical applications (Fig. 2) [39] . Attempt to optimize the properties of GO in biomedical application had been started in 2008, where Liu's group used PEGylated graphene labeled with a radionuclide to study the pharmacokinetics and biodistribution of graphene, in which they carried out several examinations of these functionalized materials on mice [40] . Recently, a complex of polyethyleneimine (PEI), polyethylene glycol (PEG) and folic acid (FA) covalently functionalized on GO was synthesized as a nanocarrier system for targeting hepatocellular carcinoma therapy. The electrostatic adsorption method was employed in that work to load si-Stat3 antibody (GO-PEI-PEG-FA/si-Stat3) [41] . In biomedical applications, the physicochemical properties of GO, such as reliable aqueous dispersibility and colloidal stability, render it as versatile and feasible material for drug delivery and therapeutic applications [39] .
In this review, an overview of productions of GO from graphite, polymers/GO hydrogel as anticancer delivery agents research will be discussed. In addition, unmodified GO as an anticancer drug carrier, the type of crosslinkers used for the preparation of hydrogel and anticancer model drug used for controlled release system besides in vitro and in vivo studies will be highlighted.
Hydrogels
As mentioned, hydrogels are water-soluble 3D crosslinked networks that can be shaped into a thin film, sphere, cylinder and irregular solid. The drug release kinetics can be affected by the hydrogel geometry [42] . Furthermore, the hydrogel is capable of swelling in water without dissolving, which can be attributed to the hydrophilic functional groups linked to the polymer backbone. Its resistance in water-dissolution is originated from the crosslinking in polymeric networks [43] . The pore size in hydrogel network plays an important role in water swelling, and it can be easily controlled by the crosslinker density in the hydrogel matrix. The higher crosslinker density can improve the mechanical properties, but at the cost of lower swelling ratio. Consequently, the optimization is required to improve the physical properties of hydrogel [44, 45] .
History of hydrogel
The hydrogel term appeared in the year 1894, and it was described as a colloidal gel made with inorganic salts [46] . The current term of hydrogel used for biological application was originated in 1960 when Wichterle and Lim developed a poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (pHEMA) hydrogel with high water swelling ratio [47] . Afterward, the number of hydrogel research has increased in the 70's decade Figure 2 Graphene and graphene oxide: various properties and applications (Adapted with permission from Ref. [28] , © Elsevier Ltd. 2014). [46] . During the period of 2000-2010, the total number of hydrogel publications under different topics, including drug delivery, nanotechnology, and smart hydrogels, had grown up to reach 5,000 publications [46] . Buwalda et al. categorized the history of hydrogels into three generations [48] . In the first generation, , it covers the chemical synthesis methods of hydrogels starting from monomers or polymer using different crosslinker. Additionally, the physicochemical properties, like hydrophilicity of monomers or polymer, hydrogel swelling, and crosslinker density were studied. In the second generation, , it covers the hydrogels with stimuli response such as pH, temperature, and biomolecules concentration. These stimuli could trigger to induce specific action, like drug release. Finally, in the third generation (1991-present), it covers the interaction (crosslink) methods for hydrogel preparation from stereo complexed materials, such as PEG-PLLA, Cyclodextrins-polypseudororaxane.
Classification of hydrogels
Hydrogels are classified on different bases such as sources, polymer composition, configuration, type of crosslinking, physical appearance, and network electrical charge. Source-based hydrogel classification could be the natural origin or synthetic one (Fig. 3 ) [49] , whereas the polymer composition classification of the hydrogel can be homopolymeric, copolymeric and multipolymer networks. Homopolymeric hydrogels made from single monomer species and copolymeric hydrogels contain two or more different monomers, and commonly one of them possesses hydrophilic properties. Additionally, the chain arrangement in the polymer backbone could be on the block, alternating or random configurations. Multipolymer networks are an important group of hydrogels, and it can be categorized as Semi-Interpenetrating (Semi-IPNs) and Interpenetrating Networks (IPNs). In IPNs system, all polymers are completely crosslinked (chemical bonds). Nonetheless, in Semi-IPNs system, one polymer is crosslinked while other non-crosslinked and trapped within the first cross-linked polymer hydrogel to form partially penetrating networks [43, 49, 50] .
On the bases of configuration [43] , hydrogels can be classified into crystalline, semicrystalline and amorphous (non-crystalline), depending on the chemical composition and their physical structure. In semicrystalline, the composition consists of the two phases of amorphous and crystalline.
In the physical appearance classifications of the hydrogel, the technique used for hydrogel synthesis determine their appearance as microsphere, matrix or film [43] . The type of crosslinking in hydrogel classification could be physical or chemical. In physical crosslinking, the junction is made by the entanglement of the polymer chain or secondary forces like hydrophobic interactions, ionic interactions, or hydrogen bonding. On the other hand, strong chemical bonding, commonly as a covalent bond can be found in chemical cross-linking [43, 49, 51] .
Network electrical charge classification is based on the presence or absence of electrical charge on the hydrogel networks. This classification combines four groups, including non-ionic or neutral, ionic (anionic or cationic), amphoteric electrolyte and zwitterionic. Amphoteric electrolyte (ampholytic) comprises both basic and acidic groups. Zwitterionic, also known as polybetaines, encloses both cationic and anionic groups in each structural repeating unit.
Hydrogels preparation
For hydrogels prepared by crosslinking of one polymer to other polymers using appropriate crosslinker to form a 3D network, at least one polymer should be water hydrophilic. The cross-linker must be present to inhibit polymer chains dissolution before being applied, then the term "network" is inferred. No chains entanglement is observed in water-soluble polymers solution presented in low or intermediate concentrations. Moreover, the introduction of the cross-linker between chains of polymers will obtain a network with viscoelastic and purely elastic properties. There are two methods used for hydrogel preparation, namely chemical and physical methods. In physically crosslinked hydrogels, physical interaction is present between different polymer chains to prevent dissolution. In chemically crosslinked hydrogels, different polymer chains are connected by covalent bonds. Both methods will be discussed in the coming sections.
Chemically crosslinked hydrogels
The hydrogel can be obtained by several chemical crosslinking methods, including radical polymerization, chemical reaction with functional groups, irradiation with high energy, and reaction with the enzyme [52] [53] [54] [55] .
Radical polymerization method could be made with low molecular weight monomers in the presence of crosslinking agents [52, 56] . Moreover, the radical reaction occurs between a hydrophilic polymer with a polymerizable group and vinyl monomer using initiator and a crosslinking agent. Additionally, catalyst or initiator such as ultraviolet (UV) or microwave radiations helps to produce hydrogels [57, 58] . Several polymers, including synthetic, semi-synthetic and natural polymers, have been used in hydrogel preparation via radical polymerization. Poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (pHEMA) hydrogel and poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate)-co-polycaprolactone hydrogel (pHEMA-co-PCL) were synthesized by microwave assisted radical polymerization and atom transfer radical polymerization, respectively [59, 60] . In both hydrogels, PCL was used as a crosslinking agent, while the reaction initiator in the former was potassium persulphate. Both pHEMA and PCL polymers are biocompatible and biodegradable, and their hydrogels have been investigated for tissue engineering applications.
Kalia et al. reported guar gum-based superabsorbents hydrogel via free-radical aqueous polymerization [61] . They designed the hydrogel from guar gum (natural polymer) and itaconic acid monomer with hexamine and ammonium persulphate as a crosslinker and initiator, respectively. The authors also introduced polyaniline to the hydrogel network in order to increase the hydrogel conductivity. The synthesized hydrogel was found to be effective for dyes removal from waste-water and as an antibacterial agent against gram-positive bacteria.
Polymers with functional groups (-OH, -COOH, and -NH2) possess the solubility properties, and these groups can be used for hydrogels formation. The reaction of polymers-functional groups with other corresponding group results in covalent crosslinking between polymers chains, such as Schiff base formation reaction or isocyanate-OH/NH2 or amine carboxylic acid. A polymer with -OH groups could be crosslinked with an aldehyde to establish covalently crosslinked hydrogels, for example, glutaraldehyde used to crosslink polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) with chitosan (CS) [53] . Additionally, structure modification of polymer is useful for hydrogel development. Sarika et al. have synthesized gum Arab-Gelatin hydrogel via Schiff base reaction and they modified gum Arab into aldehyde form by periodate oxidation, followed by crosslinking due to Schiff base reaction between the aldehyde of modified gum Arab with the amine group of gelatin [62] .
Reactions between polymers functional groups could be conducted by addition reactions. Specifically, the functional groups of hydrophilic polymers react with bi-, tri-or higher functional crosslinking agents such as 1,6-hexanedibromide [63] , 1,6-heaxmethylenediisocyanate [64, 65] and divinyl sulfone [66, 67] . The cleaning of hydrogels is required from traces of starting materials (unreacted cross-linkers, monomers, and polymers) after their preparation due to the toxicity issue. Another example, dextran-based hydrogels were synthesized by dual crosslinking with thio-modified serum albumin and poly(ethylene glycol) dithiol [68] . Dextran was modified with vinyl sulfone and crosslinked with thiolated albumin via Michael addition reaction, followed by addition of poly(ethylene glycol) dithiol to the mixture in order to enable the second crosslinking.
Polyesters and polyamides hydrogels are prepared by condensation reactions between hydroxyl or amine groups with a carboxylic acid. Gelatin and collagen-based hydrogels were synthesized by coupling reaction using water-soluble carbodiimide (EDC) and N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS), and their swelling property can be controlled by crosslinker density [69, 70] . Additionally, polyfunctional carboxylic acids may be used in the condensation reaction of the polysaccharide-based hydrogel as crosslinking agents, such as citric, fumaric and malic acids [71, 72] . Specifically, in polyfunctional carboxylic acids, two carboxylic groups used in the condensation while the remaining groups serve as plasticizers to increase the swelling property [73] . Natural and modified polysaccharide-based hydrogel were fabricated using Isocyanide multicomponent reactions (Passerini and Ugi condensation). In Ugi reaction, diamine was used to crosslink with polymer carboxylic groups to achieve α-(acylamino)amide linkage, but Passerini method condensates the carboxylic groups with a dialdehyde (crosslinker) giving α-(acryloxy)amide [74, 75] . The chemical structure of hydrogels prepared through Ugi method marks it as more favorable compared to the other hydrogel due to stability at higher temperatures and different pH values [75] .
Unsaturated compounds could be polymerized by high energy radiation such as gamma and electron beam. Therefore, the hydrogel preparation by crosslinking of vinyl groups derived from hydrophilic polymer chains can be conducted using high energy radiation [54, 76, 77] . Specifically, polymer irradiation results in the radical formation and allows the rearrangement of different polymer chains, and hence the covalent bond forms crosslinking network of the hydrogel. The irradiation is considered as the prominent method among others due to the absence of toxic chemical used during the process [54] . Furthermore, even without vinyl groups, a watersoluble polymer is capable of forming a hydrogel under high energy irradiation. Radical formed by C-H bonds homolytic scission through irradiation of polymers aqueous solutions, in addition to hydroxyl radicals generated from water molecules radiolysis could attack polymer chains to give macroradicals formation [23, 78] . Covalent bonds formed from macroradicals rearrangement with polymer chains could produce a crosslinked hydrogel. Carboxymethyl cellulose, poly(acrylic acid), poly(vinyl alcohol), poly(ethylene glycol), starch, and CS hydrogels had been prepared and crosslinked with high energy irradiation [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] .
The enzyme-crosslinking method was demonstrated by Sperinde et al., where they fabricated PEG hydrogel with transglutaminase enzyme catalyzed the reaction between tetrahydroxy-PEG functionalized with glutaminyl groups (PEG-Qa) and poly(lysine-cophenylalanine) in aqueous solutions. The hydrogel network was formed by the amide linkage between the lysine ε-amine group and the γ-carboxamide group of PEG-Qa. The higher swelling ratio of 90% was achieved on the synthesized hydrogel [55] . Moreover, the authors also synthesized another hydrogel by functionalizing PEG with lysine and crosslinking it with transglutaminase enzyme [85] . Recently, several hydrogels have been prepared by enzyme-crosslinking method [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] .
Physically crosslinked hydrogels
Several physical crosslinking methods could be used to obtain hydrogel including hydrogen bonding, ionic bonding, molecular entanglements or physical interactions. Furthermore, physical hydrogel as well called "Temporary" hydrogel could be changed in their conformation such as shape due to environmental change or application by force and this change could lead to a reversible conformation [91, 92] .
Ionic interactions method for the synthesis of physically crosslinked hydrogel can be established by the addition of metallic ions (Ca 2+ , Fe   3+ ) to a polyelectrolyte solution [93] . Moreover, this type of crosslinking occurs in mild conditions, at physiological pH and room temperature [94] . Yang et al. reported that the use of trivalent cation like Fe 3+ and Al 3+ increased the strength of the hydrogel compared to that of using divalent cations like Ca 2+ [95] . Alginate (Alg), a polysaccharide containing glucuronic and mannuronic acid groups, is the most well-known example of the ionic crosslinked polymer to design a hydrogel. Girgin et al. prepared alginate-gum Arab beads hydrogel with Ca 2+ as multivalent cations using the ionic crosslinking method; the synthesized hydrogel is capable of delivering melatonin drug in vitro [96] . Another example of alginate hydrogel was synthesized by Rezvanian et al. where they produced alginate-pectin hydrogel using ionic crosslinked method for wood dressing applications [97] . Additionally, Gang et al. reported a new way of dual ions crosslinked of alginate/polyacrylamide hydrogel using barium and Fe 3+ ions, producing a hybrid hydrogel with enhanced stiffness and strength due to dual metal ions used [98] .
Hydrogen bonding interaction is an important method for fabrication and stabilization of biopolymers structures (DNA double helix). The hydrogen bonds formed by the protonation of carboxylic acids groups could form a pH-stimuli responsive hydrogel [52, 99] . Additionally, many tough and elastic polymeric hydrogels were constructed by hydrogen bonding [100] [101] [102] [103] . Moreover, supramolecular polymer hydrogel of glycinamide-conjugated monomer was reported by Xiyang et al. using the cooperative hydrogen bonding crosslinking method with high mechanical strength due to dual amide effects [104] .
Crystallization crosslinking method uses the sequencing process of freezing-thawing to produce a highly elastic and strong hydrogel. This method was discovered in 1975 by Peppas for the preparation of PVA hydrogels [105] . The hydrogel prepared by such method possesses properties that could be controlled by the polymer molecular weight, concentration of polymer, the time and temperature of freezing, and the freezing cycles number. Additionally, the polymer crystallites could act as physical cross-linker in the hydrogel, and the optimization of method conditions could produce a stable hydrogel for more than six months at 37 °C [94] .
Crystallization crosslinking method could be used for homopolymer hydrogels such as PVA hydrogels [52] , and for the formation of stereocomplex systems. For example, opposite chirality of lactic acid oligomers is able to crosslink by crystallization method. Specifically, L-lactic acid and D-lactic acid are semi-crystalline homopolymers with melting temperature of 170 °C. Melting temperature of 230 °C is detected in a mixture of the high molecular weight of both homopolymers, which is ascribed to the stereocomplex formation [52, 94] .
Amphiphilic block and graft copolymers methods are used to form a hydrogel; it makes polymeric micelles by a self-assembly process in aqueous media due to the aggregation of a hydrophobic chain of the polymers. The crosslinking occurs within graft copolymers or multiblock copolymers, where water-soluble polymer backbone from graft copolymers interacts with the hydrophobic segments [106] . The most known example of this crosslinking method is hydrogel prepared from poly(lactic acid) with PEG for drug delivery [107, 108] . Recently, Buwalda et al. reported diblock copolymer crosslinked hydrogels of PEG and poly(ε-caprolactone) for various biomedical applications [109] . Additionally, Hom and Bhatia design triblock copolymers hydrogels of alginate-clay nanocomposite with poly(ethylene oxide)-poly(propylene oxide)-poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO-PPO-PEO) for biomedical applications [110] .
Physical crosslinking involves protein interaction for hydrogel preparation; a repetition blocks elastine-like and silk-like called ProLastins are components of block copolymers. In a water solution, ProLastins forms a fluid solution which under physiological conditions subjected to sol-gel transformation due to the crystallization of the silk-like domains [94] . Specifically, ProLastins is capable of being used as a carrier for drug delivery system. ProLastins were synthesized by Cappello and Tirrell, who pioneered protein engineering as a new field in materials chemistry [111, 112] .
Additionally, antigen-antibody interactions had been used for the preparation of protein crosslinked hydrogels. Crosslinking agent like antibody could be grafted to an antigen, therefore during hydrogel swelling an exchange of the polymer bound antigen occurs, resulting in the release of antibodies along with free antigen presents in the solution, and decrease in the hydrogel swelling property. Immunoglobulin G (IgG) antibody grafted to poly(Nisopropylacrylamide), is an example of antigen-antibody interactions used in protein hydrogel preparation [113] . Moreover, recent research on physically crosslinked protein hydrogels has been reviewed [114] .
The hydrophobic modification is the last method used in physical crosslinking hydrogels. Polysaccharides with hydrophobic segments modification are reported for the preparation of hydrophobic crosslinked hydrogels such as chitosan, carboxymethyl curdlan, pullulan, and konjac glucomannan [115] [116] [117] .
Graphene oxide

Overview of production of graphene oxide from graphite
Graphite is 3D carbon material, made up of million layers of graphene. Graphite oxide is a multilayer compound of carbon, oxygen and hydrogen in different ratios with larger and irregular spacing, and could be obtained from graphite through an oxidation process. The earlier production of graphite oxide was using strong oxidizing agents, and the structure of the oxidized product has oxygenated functionalities, thus providing hydrophilic property and causes layer separation [118] . GO is a water-soluble oxidized form of graphene, and each single thick layer of GO consists of hydroxyl (OH), epoxide functional groups at two sides, while at the edges have carboxylic (COOH) groups. The difference between graphite oxide and GO is, that GO is single or a few layers system, while graphite oxide is a multilayer system (Fig. 4) [118, 119] . The method started by Hummers and Offeman involving potassium permanganate in concentrated acidic media is still the most common method used for GO synthesis [120] . Lerf-Klinowski and his group have presented the most conventional GO structure, supported by 13 C solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) measurements [121] . In their model, epoxide and hydroxyl groups localize at the basal plane of GO sheet, while carboxylic acids or carboxylates are present at the sheet edges, and the functionalized groups provide hydrophilic characters (colloidal stability) and π-π interactions (π electrons of the sp 2 domain) [28, 122] .
Graphene oxide hydrogels
The physicochemical properties of GO lead to its usage in many applications. Several GO hydrogels have been prepared through modification of GO functional groups with natural and synthetic polymers, enzymes, proteins, antigen and lysosomes by using chemical or physical methods. Chemical method occurs by covalent bonds formation with GO oxygen functional groups [123] . Amide bond was formed by introducing amino groups of CS to carboxyl groups of GO in order to prepare GO-CS hydrogel with improved properties for dyes removal [124] . Additionally, several polymers including PEG [125] [126] [127] , PEI [128] , amphiphilic copolymers [129] , sodium alginate (SA) [130] , and PVA [131] have been grafted to GO using the chemical method to improve their properties, such as decrease of cytotoxicity, and increase of hydrophilicity, stability, and cellular uptake.
On the other hand, the physical method occurs by non-covalent bond formation where the structure of GO is maintained. The non-covalent bond is formed by several kinds of interactions such as ionic bonds, hydrogen bonding, π-π stacking, coordination bonds, and van der Waals forces. Poly(sodium 4-styrenesulfonate) (PSS) was the first polymer material used for non-covalent interaction with GO to prevent the aggregation of GO sheets, where GO was reduced through exfoliation [132] . In addition, adamantine-grafted porphyrin was linked with folic acid (FA) -β-cyclodextrin and GO through π-π stacking interaction for organic molecules (pyrene, phenanthrene and naphthalene) adsorption from the water [133, 134] . Although, nanoparticles of Au have been loaded on GO through π-π stacking for inorganic molecules removal from water and aqueous media [135] . Hydrogen bonding can be formed between OH, COOH and other oxygen groups of GO with other materials, where no impurities are produced, and PVA have been grafted onto GO-glutamic acid (GO-Glu) through hydrogen bonding in PVA/ GO-Glu nanocomposites hydrogel preparation for microbial removal in wastewater treatments [136] . Additionally, modified GO with non-covalent can be obtained using van der Waals interaction, such as FA conjugated with rGO for targeting drug delivery [137] .
Cytotoxicity of graphene oxide in biomedical applications
The advancement in graphene synthesis, large-scale production and the succeeding of graphene-based biomedical development lead to rising in its exposure to humans and environments. Likewise, before use of graphene in biomedical applications, an essential of systematic analysis of graphene biocompatibility is prerequisite. Accordingly, an enormous number of toxicological studies in vitro and in vivo have assessed the effect of graphene nanomaterials on different living systems including mammalian cells, animals and microbes models [138] [139] [140] [141] [142] [143] [144] [145] [146] . These studies reveal that several physicochemical properties affect the graphene cytotoxicity, including oxidative state, size, shape, synthesis method, dispersion state, functional groups, dose of administration, and exposure time [138] [139] [140] [141] [142] [143] [144] [145] [146] [147] . A structure disruption and smaller carbonaceous fragments could be obtained after synthesis steps, or the synthesis method may lead to the formation of the final product with metallic impurities. Therefore, these perplexing factors could provoke mutable responses of toxicity [148] [149] [150] .
Cytotoxicity assessment of graphene oxide and graphene have been carried out using several cell lines at different concentrations. A toxicity study on interaction of graphene (thickness 3-5 nm, diameter 100-110 nm) with PC12 cells of rat pheochromocytoma had been investigated and the results were compared with single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) [151] . At high graphene concentration (100 g/mL), significant lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) release was observed at 24 h of exposure to graphene, which indicates necrosis by membrane damage. However, graphene had no effect on the release of LDH at lower concentration (0.01-10 g/mL), unlike SWCNTs which induced significant of LDH release. Morphology study also revealed the cell membrane remained intact after exposure to graphene. It proves that morphology of graphene offers lower cytotoxicity as compared to that of SWCNTs where its needle-like morphology could easily penetrate and damage cell membrane. It also showed that reactive oxygen species (ROS) were generated in a concentration-and time-dependent manner after exposure to graphene, indicating an oxidative stress mechanism. Additionally, graphene oxide cytotoxicity had been investigated on normal human lung cells (BEAS-2B) with dose range of 10-100 μg/mL and time exposure of 12 and 48 hours [152] . MTT assays showed an increase in the early and late apoptotic cells number beside a decrease in cell viability. Those results came out with dose-and time-dependent of GO cytotoxicity.
For cytotoxicity dependent of functional groups, a study was carried out on monkey renal cells for examination of pristine graphene and carboxylated GO cytotoxicity, at 10-300 μg/mL concentration range to compare the cellular interactions of hydrophilic and hydrophobic graphene derivatives [153] . The results showed an accumulation of pristine graphene on the membrane of cell led to F-actin alignment destabilization, while GO-COOH passed the cell membrane and accumulated in the region of perinuclear without any observation of membrane destabilization. All results pointed out that graphene nanoparticles with more oxidized functional groups can be cyto-compatible with an efficient delivery carrier at the intracellular level. Another study has been conducted for toxicity appraisal of GO and reduced graphene oxide (rGO) in human lung epithelial cells (A549) and mouse peritoneal macrophages (RAW 264.7) using fluorometric microculture cytotoxicity assay (FMCA), fluorometric DNA assay and MTT assay [154] . Around 0.0125-12.5 μg/cm 2 of GO and rGO concentrations were used for 5 days cell treatment and the result showed a dose dependent cytotoxicity. Additionally, there were connotation differences in cell death between GO, rGO and control, observed from the second day in A549 cells and the third day in RAW 264.7 macrophages at 1.25-12.5 μg/cm 2 . There were no increases in ROS production when cell treated with low GO concentration besides intracellular accumulation of GO without any damage.
For size-dependent cytotoxicity of GO, different sizes of rGO (11 ± 4 nm, 91 ± 37 nm and 418 ± 56 nm) and GO (3.8 ± 0.4 μm) were used to investigate the cytotoxicity in human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) using ROS assay, Comet assay, RNA assay and fluorescein diacetate assay [155] . The results showed that as the size of rGO increases, the percentage of death cells decreases. The same findings had been obtained for GO which indicates that the cytotoxicity of GO and rGO is size dependent. Accordingly, to reduce the cellular toxicity of graphene oxide, surface functionalization process with biocompatible materials such as drugs, targeting molecules and polymers, could be employed. Yang et al. had systematically examined 125 I-labeled nanographene sheets functionalized with PEG for long-term in vivo biodistribution and its potential toxicity over time in female Balb/c mice using blood biochemistry, hematology and histology analysis [40] . The results showed no toxicity observed in female mice at the dose of 20 mg/kg. Biodistribution study also suggested that the functionalized graphene concentration reduced in most organs in mice after 3 days and it was gradually cleared from the mice, via both renal and fecal clearance. Hence, functionalization of GO with a biocompatible group may reduce the cytotoxicity at the cellular level and encourage graphene based in vivo biomedical research.
Graphene oxide hydrogels for anticancer drug delivery
GO attracts intense research interest in drug delivery community due to the presence of oxygen functional groups on GO edge surface for further functionalization. Moreover, GO is capable of stabilizing hydrophobic drugs due to amphiphilic properties and its large surface area renders it an excellent material for holding and delivering drugs by the π-π interaction between GO and drug aromatic groups. Several polymers (natural and synthetic) were combined with GO for hydrogel synthesis [156, 157] , and the following sections will summarize the related GO hydrogels for anticancer drug delivery from previous literature.
Unmodified graphene oxide as anticancer drug carrier
Doxorubicin (DOX), an anticancer drug used for the treatment of several types of cancer disease such as breast, gastric and acute myeloblastic leukemia, had been loaded for the first time onto GO by Yang et al. [158] . They prepared this nanohybrid system by a simple physical method using sonication of GO and DOX in water at specific pH followed by overnight stirring at room temperature. The maximum DOX loading on GO was investigated by ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) spectrophotometer using standard DOX concentration curve at 233 nm wavelength, and DOX loading was found to be 2.35 mg/mg at initial DOX concentration of 0.47 mg/mL. The existence of hydrogen bonding between DOX and GO was confirmed by drug loading and release at different pH, where DOX possesses -OH and -NH2 in their structure. Additionally, the results of electrochemical studies and fluorescent spectrum proved the existence of π-π stacking interaction. Yongnian et al. reported loading of 10-hydroxy camptothecin (HCPT) drug on GO as a method for serum albumin protein (BSA) analysis [159] . The authors proved the HCPT loading using the previously mentioned methods (fluorescence and electrochemical measurements) with atomic force microscopy (AFM) as supporting evidence. AFM showed that layers thickness of GO increased from 0.93 to 1.32 nm and the GO surface had granules shape which indicates the adsorption of CPT. Moreover, Wang et al. prepared GO nanocarrier for antihepatotoxic delivery, by incorporating glycyrrhizin (GL) with GO via hydrogen bonding interaction in aqueous solution [160] . The GL loading on GO was obtained as 5.19 mg/mg at initial GL concentration of 0.6 mg/mL. Additionally, the results showed that the prepared nanocarrier is pH-dependent, by showing drug release 58.4% and 17.6% at pH 5.5 and 7.4, respectively.
The effects of drug present in the GO interlayer had been studied by Zhang et al. with DOX as a model drug [161] . Pyrolysis activation energy experiment was used via thermogravimetric analysis to assess the study and results showed a decrease in DOX-GO pyrolysis activation energy 26.3 w/w% as the DOX concentration on GO increased from 0 to 186.6%. It indicates that the π-π interactions between GO nanosheets were destroyed and a new π-π interaction formed between DOX and GO, whereas GO interlayer hydrogen bonding was blocked. Additionally, the authors provide evidence that during the drug loading, the drug prefers to employ the empty spot rather than multi-layers stacking on GO surface. Without using polymers, Ma et al. had reported a strong and thixotropic GO hydrogel through mixing GO with DOX in aqueous solution at room temperature [162] . The gelation time could be reduced as the concentration of GO increased when introduced into DOX aqueous solution. A gel was formed and it encapsulated the DOX, which was proven by the tube inversion method (Fig. 5) . Fluorescence spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) had been used to study the gelation mechanism. In vitro drug released study showed an enhanced drug activity with good profile behavior.
Zhou et al. demonstrated the co-loading of 7-ethyl-10-hydroxycamptothecin (SN-38) as CT drug and hypocrellin A (HPA), a photodynamic therapy drug, into GO drug delivery system [163] . Additionally, they also proved that the co-loading of drugs could solve the decrease in HPA activity when loaded alone on GO [164] . The biological evaluation showed a potential activity of HPA/ SN-38/GO hybrid system compared to therapy system alone, therefore indicates that HPA/SN-38/GO is a promising hybrid therapy system for treatment of cancer cells. The solvent and co-solvent effect on thioguanine drug-loaded GO had been studied by Hasanzade and Raissi by using molecular dynamics simulation and density functional theory (DFT) [165] . Thioguanine is an anticancer drug used to treat the acute myeloid leukemia. DFT calculations showed that GO-thioguanine adsorption is made via interactions of the hydrogen bond. Moreover, water solvent was found to be the suitable medium for the interaction of drug on GO. Overall results revealed that GO is a good nanocarrier for anticancer drugs.
Chemically crosslinked graphene oxide hydrogels for anticancer drug delivery
Covalent bonds are formed via chemical crosslinked method and this method could involve several reactions to prepare GO hydrogels such as radical polymerization, chemical reactions with functional groups, irradiation with high energy, and reaction with enzyme.
Radical polymerization method
Bardajee and Hooshyar reported thermo-response nanogels (TNGs) of salep-modified GO with N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAM) through radical polymerization method (precipitation and dispersion) using N,N-methylenebisacrylamide (MBA) as a crosslinker and ammonium persulfate (APS) as initiator [166] . Doxorubicin (DOX) was chosen as a model drug, and salep is a polysaccharide that has a similar structure to CS and gelatin. It mainly consists of glucomannan with linear structure of mannose and glucose bonded together by glycosidic bonds of β-(1 → 4). Salep is nutrient-rich material that used in food formulations and hydrogel synthesis for drug delivery. Specifically, the authors synthesized the TNGs through three steps as shown in Fig. 6 . The first step is GO synthesis, followed by mixing with salep. The final step involved the addition of MBA, NIPAM, and APS for radical polymerization reaction under Ar atmosphere at 70 °C to produce TNGs. The final product was washed with water to remove unreacted materials, dried at room temperature and grounded to uniform size particles. Drug loading showed about 77% loading and a good drug release of TNGs, thus offering an excellent nanocarrier in the presence of GO. Additionally, the thermal studies showed the slow drug release at lower temperatures, but at higher temperatures, the drug release significantly increased due to the presence of thermo-responsive material (NIPAM) in nanogels.
In 2014, Chen et al. synthesized double network GO hydrogel through two steps method in order to deliver anticancer drug [167] . In the first step, GO was modified with β-cyclodextrin (β-CD) using hydrothermal reduction method, followed by radical polymerization with N,N-dimethylacrylamide (DMAA) in the presence of APS as initiator and N,N,N',N'-tetramethylenediamine as a crosslinker. Additionally, camptothecin (CPT) was selected as model drug and control experiment was conducted with graphene hydrogel without β-CD. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and SEM had been used for functional group characterization and surface morphology studies, respectively. Results showed that CPT drug loading was higher in GO-β-CD than control GO hydrogel. Drug released profile showed that control GO hydrogel released CPT faster in the first 2 hours and CPT accumulation was 55%, while GO-β-CD released CPT slower and linear in the first 7 hours with 70% CPT accumulation. Overall results indicated that GO-β-CD is a promising scaffold nanocarrier for an anticancer drug.
Moreover, Zhang et al. had combined chemical and physical methods for compressed strength preparation of ternary GO hydrogel with polyacrylamide (PAM) and carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) [168] . The chemical method started by free radical polymerization of acrylamide (AM) with GO and CMC in aqueous solution using N,N-methylenebisacrylamide (MBA) crosslinker and APS as an initiator. In the physical method, aluminum ion was used for CMC crosslinking (see Fig. 7 ). The ionic bond formed between GO oxygens functional groups and N-H of PAM was confirmed by FTIR analysis, and the compressive strength was found to be 2.87 MPa. Additionally, the presence of GO enhanced the mechanical strength, which influenced the swelling behavior of ternary hydrogels. The findings render ternary GO hydrogels as the excellent candidate in drug delivery and bioengineering.
Atomic transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) has been used to prepare a nanocarrier of GO-poly(N-vinyl caprolactam) (PVCL) for anticancer drug delivery [169] . The radical initiator was firstly incorporated on GO by modifying GO with NH2 group using diaminopropane, NHS and N-(3-(dimethylamino) propyl)-N'-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC.HCl) in an aqueous medium, followed by the addition of 2-bromo-2-methylpropionyl bromide to produce GO modified with Br as ATRP initiator. Radical polymerization was carried out using N,N,N,N,N-pentamethyldiethylenetriamine (PMDETA) and N-vinyl caprolactam (NVCL) to yield PVCL-grafted GO (Fig. 8) . CPT was selected as a model drug with high loading of 20%, and the drug release profile had shown GO-PVCL is pHresponsive with temperature-controlled targeted delivery. In vitro studies exhibited the ability of GO-PVCL for damaging cancer cell with no observed toxicity. This results revealed the biocompatibility and stability of GO-PVCL. Kundu et al. had reported a fluorescent nanocarrier of GO-poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) via radical polymerization for delivery of hydrophilic and hydrophobic anticancer drugs [170] . Additionally, several GO scaffolds had been formulated using radical polymerization method as listed in Table 1 . PMAA-GO-PEG DOX 57.40 [173] GO-Heparin DOX 68.90 [174] Salep-GO-P(NIPAM-co-AA) DOX 72.00 [175] a PMAA = poly(methacrylic acid), HeA = hexamine, P(NIPAM-co-AA) = poly(isopropylacrylamide-co-acrylic acid).
Method of irradiations with high energy
A pH-responsive hydrogel had been prepared by copolymerization and crosslinking of GO, SA and acrylic acid (AAc) using gamma irradiation [176] . SA is a natural polymer and Cefadroxil was used as a model drug. GO/(AAc-co-SA) hydrogel synthesis started with GO preparation based on modified Hummers' method, then AAc and SA were mixed in the GO solution, followed by irradiation of 60 Co gamma rays (20 kGy, 10.28 kGy/h) for 117 min. The fabrication of GO in GO/(AAc-co-SA) hydrogel matrix was characterized, and swelling measurements showed that presence of GO in hydrogel enhanced and regulated the swelling at different pH buffer solutions (pH 1 and 7) . Profile study of drug release gave promising results as a proof that the GO/(AAc-co-SA) could be used for the drug delivery system.
Reaction with enzyme method
Dai et al. synthesized novel low-temperature hydrogel of CS/GO using β-glycerophosphate (GP) enzyme as a crosslinker and Tris(2,2ʹ-bipyridyl)dichlororuthenium(II) was loaded as an anticancer drug [177, 178] . The scaffold was prepared through a simple mixing of GO, CS and GP at different ratios with the addition of acetic acid to enhance CS solubility. GP have been reported to have a unique property by keeping the CS solution in a liquid state at physiological pH but tend to become gel when heating at physiological temperature. The gelation time and temperature studies showed that the increase of GP concentration reduced the gelation temperature. Additionally, the increase of GO concentration reduced the gelation temperature up to 33 °C and gelation time up to 9 min. The study of drug release profile showed that the scaffold improved the drug delivery as compared to control experiment CS hydrogels.
Additionally, an injectable hydrogel has been reported by Lee et al. by in situ enzymatic crosslinking of 4-arm polypropylene oxide (PPO)-polyethylene oxide (PEO)-tyramine (Tet-TA) with different oxidation levels of GO [179] . X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and FTIR characterizations showed the increment in the oxidation level of GO and surface area of GO. The presence of Tet-TA enhanced the dispersibility while the GO improved mechanical property of hydrogel. It was found that this hybrid scaffold is biocompatible and non-toxic, suggesting it to be used as injectable hydrogel for drug delivery and tissue engineering.
Reactions with functional groups method
An example on chemically crosslinked GO hydrogel via reaction with functional groups had been demonstrated by Yang et al. by fabricating composite GO hydrogel with carboxymethyl chitosan (CMCS), hyaluronic acid (HA) and fluorescein isothiocyanate (FI) [180] . This hydrogel was prepared in two steps, starting with modification of GO with CMCS via amide linkage between -NH2 group of CMCS and -COOH of GO, followed by conjugation of the amino group in GO-CMCS with carboxylic groups of HA and FI to form the final scaffold (GO-CMCS-FI-HA) (Fig. 9) . The hydrogel scaffold was confirmed by FTIR and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) [180] . DOX was used as a model drug and capacity of drug loading was 95%. Drug release profile study showed the optimum drug release occurred at pH 5.8, rather than pH 7.4. Biological evaluation of hydrogel cytotoxicity on HeLa cells gave no toxicity, which revealed that this scaffold is a potential nanocarrier for targeted anticancer drug delivery.
GO-PEG nanocomposites had been reported for paclitaxel (PTX) anticancer drug delivery [181] . This nanocomposite prepared via amide linkage process with six armed PEG was functionalized with amine groups followed by a condensation reaction in an aqueous medium at room temperature. AFM analysis displayed GO-PEG particle size ranged 50-200 nm. Bioassay showed the biocompatibility and nontoxicity of GO-PEG of A549 and MCF-7 cell lines. PTX was conjugated with GO-PEG via hydrophobic interactions and π-π stacking, and the drug loading capacity was 11.2 wt.%. Biological evaluation on A549 and MCF-7 revealed the cytotoxicity of GO-PEG/PTX nanocomposites with greater penetrability as compared to PTX itself. Moreover, inverted fluorescein microscopy supported the GO-PEG/PTX nanocomposites cytotoxicity using FI investigation.
Wu et al. had synthesized a covalently bonded heparin-GO (Hep-GO) nanocarrier via click chemistry reaction [182] . GO and heparin polysaccharide were functionalized with azide group and proparglyamine, respectively. DOX and granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF) were selected as a model drugs. G-CSF was used after the CT treatment in order to recover the white blood cells after treatment, or before the CT treatment to stimulate bone marrow for the production of stem cells. Hep-GO colloidal stability in aqueous solution was studied using UV-Vis spectroscopy. In vitro study showed that Hep-GO/DOX/G-CSF had high thermal stability and the drug was released at a long period of time with lower drug cytotoxicity. Overall results, promote Hep-GO as a potential nanocarrier scaffold for multi-anticancer drugs.
A nanocarrier for anticancer drug and gene co-delivery has been fabricated using GO functionalized with polyamidoamine dendrimer (GO-PAMAM) [183] . PAMAM was synthesized through three generations by Michael addition polymerization of ethylenediamine and methylacrylate, where propargylamine was used as the polymer core. GO was coupled with PAMAM via amide linkage in the presence EDC.HCl and NHS (Fig. 10) . DOX and MMP-9 shRNA (gene) were loaded into GO-PAMAM with high capacity. Cell counting kit-8 (CCK-8) bioassay study showed lower cytotoxicity of GO-PAMAM compared to traditional gene carrier PEI-25k. The biological study on MCF-7 cells revealed that GO-PAMAM had high biocompatibility and good drug release profile with better transfection efficiency than PEI-25K, in addition to substantial inhibition of the MMP-9 protein expression inside MCF-7 cells. Hence, all results promoted GO-PAMAM as drug-gene dual nanocarrier. More GO based hydrogel produced by chemical crosslink are summarized in Table 2 .
Physically crosslinked graphene oxide hydrogels for anticancer drug delivery
The physical crosslinked GO hydrogels are predominantly formed by several physical methods such as hydrogen bonding, ionic bonding, crystallization, protein interactions and hydrophobic interactions.
Crystallization method
The crystallization method was used to prepare hyperbranched polyglycerol-GO (HPG-GO) hydrogel as an anticancer drug carrier with DOX as a model drug [202] . This hydrogel was synthesized using anionic ring-opening polymerization of HPG with GO and deprotonation was done with potassium hydride and 18-crown-6, followed by continuous freezing-thawing cycles to obtain the matrix as a final product (Fig. 11) . Drug profile studies showed that this hydrogel was biocompatible and capable to deliver the drug with high cytotoxicity. Specifically, the blood compatibility studies also revealed that this hydrogel has an insignificant effect on blood clotting and hemolysis.
Hydrogen bonding interactions method
Using hydrogen bonding methods, Hu et al. synthesized a supramolecular hydrogel of GO/Graphene-Pluronic F-127 for the delivery hybrid drugs of CPT and DOX [203] . Pluronic F-127 DOX-SS-GO-Ag DOX 253.50 [184] GO@ mSiO2-CS DOX 21.00 [185] GO-AADH-HA DOX 81.50 [186] GO-ALG 5-FU 32.53 [187] GO-CMCS-FI-LA DOX 96.00 [188] GO-COO-HP-β-CD PTX 29.93 [189] GO-CS-SA DOX 70.19 [190] GO-mPEG RV 78.80 [191] GO-N=N-GO/PVA CUR 20.64 [192] GO-PAA DOX 92.70 [193] GO-PEG-HA DOX 90.00 [194] GO-PEI-FI-PEG-LA DOX 85.00 [195] GO-PLA-PEG PTX 11.00 [196] GO-SA DOX 184.30 [197] GO-SS-SA DOX 97.00 [198] PEG-GO BER 75.00 [199] PLA-PEG-PLA/(CS-GO) DOX 110.00 [200] α-CD@PEG-g-CS-Fe3O4@GO@mSiO2 DOX 19.00 [201] a HA = hyaluronic acid, AADH = adipic acid dihydrazide, mPEG = methoxypolyethyleneglycol amine, RV = resveratrol, PAA = poly(acrylic acid), α-CD = α-Cyclodextrin, PLA = poly(lactide), BERr = berberine, GO-COO = carboxylated Graphene oxide, HP = hydroxypropyl, LA = lactobionic acid, CUR = curcumin. is biocompatible triblock copolymers of poly(ethylene oxide)-poly(propylene oxide)-poly(ethylene oxide) that obtained food and drug administration's (FDA) approval, possesses thermal sol-gel transition property [137] . Hydrogel synthesis was started by mixing of GO with Pluronic F-127 in 1:25 ratio to form Pluronic functionalized-GO, then additional Pluronic copolymer where crosslinked with GO using α-CD as a crosslinker to produce GO/ graphene-Pluronic hydrogel. Drug loading profile showed the GO/graphene-Pluronic hydrogel capability to load more drugs compared to the native hydrogel. These results pointed out its suitability as injectable hydrogels for anticancer drugs delivery. A pH-responsive hydrogel of Konjac glucomannan-GO (KGM/GO) was prepared in different ratios as a nanocarrier for 5-aminosalicylic acid (Mesalazine) anticancer drug [204] . KGM-carboxylic groups were first converted into hydroxyl groups through sodium carbonate treatment, followed by mixing with GO at 90 °C for one hour and frozen for 24 hours to produce KGM-GO. The hydrogen bonds were formed between hydroxyl groups of KGM and carboxylic groups of GO. Additionally GO had enhanced the swelling and thermal stabilities of KGM-GO nanocomposites. Drug release profiles showed an initial burst effect, hence KGM-GO is not a perfect carrier for mesalazine delivery.
Hydrophobic interactions method
Oil-water emulsion method (hydrophobic interactions) was used to prepare pH-stimuli response injectable nanoparticles hydrogel composed of acetated-β-CD (Ac-β-CD) and GO with CPT as a model drug [205] . The results of drug release study showed the drug release change as the pH changed due to the Ac--CD hydrolysis. In vitro biological study gave a controllable drug release from the injectable hydrogel. Additionally, dynamic mechanical test and SEM characterization proved the mechanical properties and the structural property of the scaffold.
A hydrophobic interaction and π-π interactions were found between CS and GO in CS-β-GP-GO nanocomposites hydrogels, apart from the ionic bonds in CS--GP, where CS was modified with -glycerophosphate ( -GP) to make thermosensitive gels [206] . Swelling measurements showed a higher swelling ratio due to the presence of GO and the higher porosity of GO-CS. Bioassay study on 3T3 cells revealed the lower cytotoxicity of the bare nanocomposite hydrogels compared with non-GO hydrogels. Methotrexate (MTX) anticancer drug release profile from nanocomposite hydrogels was studied on MCF-7 breast cancer cell and showed the capability of nanocomposite hydrogels to delivery anticancer drug with prospective controllable therapy without side effect.
Protein interactions method
Tian et al. used protein interaction method for the synthesis of GO based-PEGylated folate nanocarrier via peptide bond for CPT drug delivery [207] . The nanocarrier synthesis was done by sonication of GO in the presence of EDC and NHS, then GO was mixed with folate-polyethylene glycol-amido (FA-PEG2000-NH2) and methoxypolyethylene glycol-amido (Me-PEG2000-NH2) to obtain the nanocarrier. Drug loading showed capacity of more than 1.7 mg/mg (90% efficiency), and the cytotoxicity assay and MTT revealed the ability of the nanocarrier to load and release the anticancer drug to the folate-receptor in cancer cells without any side effect on the normal cells.
Antigen-antibody interactions method
PEI-GO nanocomposite was prepared in order to deliver a nonviral gene of small interfering RNA (siRNA) and transfect against C-X-C chemokine receptor type 4 (CXCR4) in breast cancer cells [208] . CXCR4 is known as G protein-coupled receptor in cancer metastasis and migration. Therefore, Anti-CXCR4 or siRNA, is used to suppress CXCR4 and prevent cancer cells metastasis and migration. PEI-GO particle size was increased from 188 to 262 nm when the temperature rose from 25 to 37 °C. Electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA) was used for siRNA incorporation into PEI-GO nanocomposites. Biological evaluation on MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cell showed a transfection, suppression and inhibition against CXCR4 using PEI-GO/siRNA nanocomposites. Moreover, real-time PCR and western blot analysis were used to confirm and support the results. Consequently, PEI-GO scaffolds are considered as an active nanocarrier for siRNA for targeting and gene therapy of cancer metastasis. Dopamine (DA), a neurotransmitter of monoamine and catecholamine possesses a substantial role in brain central nervous system. There are DA receptors in cancer cells which could be overexpressed in breast cancer cell and human colon adenocarcinoma. Masoudipour et al. reported DA-GO as a nanocarrier for MTX anticancer drug and targeting the DA receptor in cancer cell [209] . The DA-GO hydrogel was prepared by using a simple method of DA conjugation with GO in the presence of EDC and NHS, followed by changing all epoxy and hydroxyl groups of GO into carboxylic acid groups via the addition of chloroacetic acid in basic medium. The particle size of DA-GO/MTX was 342.7 nm and MTX drug loaded capacity was 19.72%. Biological evaluation on MCF-7 breast cancer cell showed a controllable target to DA receptor positive cell with insignificant cytotoxicity effect on DA receptornegative cells.
Dextran-GO had been decorated by AS1411 Aptamer (GODEXApt) as a nanocarrier for CUR drug [210] . AS1411 Aptamer is antinucleolin, oligodeoxynucleotide aptamer of 26-base guanine-rich, owning a potential apoptotic induction activity. It targets the nucleolar phosphoprotein called nucleolin, located on the surface of cancer cells with high overexpression. Therefore, AS1411 prevents nucleolin to bind mRNA of anti-apoptotic called BCL2, hence destabilizing BCL2 mRNA and cuts off protein synthesis of BCL2, results in apoptosis induction. The π-π stacking interactions were observed between CUR anticancer drug and GO-DEX-Apt, and the drug loading capacity was 29%. Biological studies on 4T1 and MCF-7 cancer cells revealed the penetrability of nanocarrier to cancer cells with high efficiency and significant cytotoxicity.
Another nanocarrier was fabricated for targeting folate-receptor in cancer cells using GO decorated with folic acid-grafted serum albumin. DOX was used as a drug model with a loading capacity of 43.7% [211] . Deb and Vimala studied the effect of natural and synthetic polymer on folic acid-GO nanocomposites for CPT delivery and targeting folate receptor in cancer cells. CS was used as a natural polymer and polyvinylpyrrolidone as a synthetic polymer. Their studies reported that natural polymer-GO was more suitable nanocarrier for CPT drug with higher loading capacity and greater inhibition based on MTT and SRB assay [212] . Furthermore, Cui et al. synthesized multistimuli-responsive nanocarrier of magnetic GO functionalized with folic acid for targeting drug delivery using Cumarin 6 as a model drug [213] .
Ionic interactions method
A novel carrier of CMCS/GO hydrogel was synthesized by ionic interaction method using Ca 2+ [214] . Hydrogels composites were mixed in an aqueous medium, followed by micro-dropping into CaCl2 solution to solidify the hydrogel particles (Fig. 12) . The average CMCS/GO particle size was 275 μm, and these particles were found to be stable in NaCl solution for more than one week. Drug loading profile experiments displayed the efficiency of the hydrogel to adsorb several drugs, such as DOX and bovine serum albumin, with high 0.45 mg/mg loading capacity and better releasing profile. The overall results indicated that the CMCS/GO hydrogel is a promising carrier for drug delivery.
Wang et al. synthesized KGM-SA-GO nanocarriers to control 5-FU anticancer drug release [215] . GO was used as drug binder because it has a large surface area with epoxy and hydroxyl groups for drug π-π stacking and hydrogen bonding interactions, SA was used as pH-stimuli response agent and KGM as a matrix to make more stable hydrogel. To facilitate KGM interaction with SA in the GO scaffold, KGM was treated in alkali solution (pH 8) at 90 °C in the presence of SA, GO and Ca 2+ ions for deacetylation and crosslinking process. 5-FU drug loading capacity was 32.04%, and the study of drug release profile was conducted in different buffer solutions (pH 1.2 and 6.8) to simulate the stomach and colon physiological conditions. Results showed that controlled drug release was achieved without any matrix burst. The overall result showed GO was better binding effector in nanocarrier matrix for delivery of anticancer drugs.
A hybrid microcapsule of magnetic GO-SA-CS-HA for anticancer drugs delivery and CT systems was reported by Deng et al. [216] . This microcapsule was prepared using layer-by-layer method, starting with co-precipitation of iron oxide-GO (Fe3O4@GO), followed by layer-by-layer microcapsulation of polysaccharides including SA, CS and HA. The ionic interaction between polysaccharides and the magnetic Fe3O4@GO was monitored by zeta potential measurements. Fe3O4@GO particles size was 191.2 nm with zeta potential of −14.2 mV which indicated the higher stability and interactions between layer and Fe3O4@GO. Morphological study of microcapsules showed the distribution of Fe3O4@GO in the microcapsule. Additionally, bioassay study on HeLa cells came with non-toxicity issues due to the biocompatibility of polysaccharides. DOX was engaged as a model drug with 13.2% loading efficiency. In vitro and in vivo antitumor activity studies showed high controllable and synergistic result, thus supporting GO microcapsules to be a promising nanocarrier for hybrid treatment system of drug delivery-CT.
Clinoptilolite (Clin) was functionalized with zinc and GO (ZnClin-GO) as a nanocomposite for anticancer drug delivery [217] . Clin is a natural zeolite with biocompatible property. In nanocomposites preparation, cations in Clin were first replaced with Zn 2+ in NaCl solution, then GO and Zn-Clin were mixed and dispersed in deionized water followed by NaBH4 addition and hydrothermal treatments to obtain Zn-Clin-GO nanocomposite. Bioassay on A549 cells showed that Zn-Clin-GO had no obvious cytotoxicity with very high cell viability. DOX drug loading capacity was very high (90%) in 30 min. Study of drug release profile in different pH buffer solution (pH 5.4 and 7) demonstrated slow drug release from Zn-Clin-GO. The authors concluded that this nanocomposite has the capability to be a drug carrier.
Recently, nanocomposite hydrogel beads of CMC-GO were prepared through Fe 3+ ion crosslinking method for DOX drug carrier and release system [218] . FTIR, TEM and SEM were used to confirm the GO nanocomposite beads formation. DOX loading capacity was high due to π-π stacking interaction between DOX and GO. Moreover, the drug release profile in buffer solutions at pH 1.2 and 6.8 was controlled and pH-dependent.
CS-GO nanocomposites were prepared via electrostatic interactions for carrying and intracellular delivery of CpG oligodeoxynucleotides (CpG ODNs) [219] . CpG ODNs is an immunotherapeutic agents activate immune responses, where CpG refers to "C", a cytosine triphosphate deoxynucleotide, "G", a guanine triphosphate deoxynucleotide, and "p" refers to the phosphodiester link between C and G. CS-GO scaffolds enhanced the CpG ODNs loading and cellular uptake, and enriched the production of the tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) interleukin-6 (IL-6). Consequently, CS-GO nanocomposite is a promising nanocarrier for CpG ODNs.
Sudhakar et al. had reported GO-poly(N-isopropyl acrylamide)-SA (GO-PNIPAM-SA) nanocomposite hydrogel beads crosslinked via Ca 2+ ions with dual pH and temperature response property for delivery of 5-FU anticancer drug [220] . The beads showed high drug encapsulation efficiency (90%) with slower drug release profile (> 32 hours) with no burst release and non-obvious cytotoxicity. Thus, it had the capability to be used for anticancer drug controlling release carriers.
Moreover, a 5-FU nanocarrier hybrid aerogel had been prepared via Ca 2+ crosslinking of CS, CMC with GO [221] . Specifically, a solution of GO, CMC, Ca 2+ and CS were mixed well and adjusted to pH 7 for the precipitation of hybrid hydrogels. Owing to the pH sensitivity of CS and SA, the drug release (5-FU) of this aerogel was examined under different pH using Higuchi model and KorsmeyerPeppas model. The pH controlled drug release could be achieved by this nanocarrier hybrid aerogel.
Nano-bio interfaces of graphene oxide
Carbon nanomaterials, without doubt are the most celebrated products of nanotechnology to date. These nanomaterials can enter the human body through inhalation, skin contact, ingestion or injection, thus creating multiple questions need to be answered. The study on interface between nanomaterials and biological components is the gateway for understanding biological response towards nanomaterials. The different surface chemistry of nanomaterials could produce significant differences in the biological response [222] [223] [224] [225] .
The interactions of GO with biological molecules can be demonstrated in several ways, including small molecules and ion adsorption, DNA/RNA interactions, catalysis of oxidative reactions, and protein and lipid interactions [226] . For small molecules and ion adsorption, GO has a high surface area capable to adsorb small molecules from physiological fluids which are partially hydrophobic, low soluble, or positively charge (GO possesses negative charge), and having π bonds conjugation which easily interact with GO surface by π-π stacking [227, 228] . Thus, the biological relevant may include objects in assays which depend on dyes-based molecular investigations [229] , small drug loading capacity [230] , deficiency of micronutrient [227] , and the toxicity effects of antagonist or synergist objects when GO and small toxic molecule coexist, and their bioavailability is controlled by the partition to GO surfaces [231] . GO-based carriers for drug delivery are related to small molecules interactions [232] .
In DNA/RNA interactions, graphene families (with small lateral dimension) have unique modes to intercalate with DNA and RNA [233, 234] . Specifically, they preferred the adsorption of singlestranded other than double-stranded forms, and this protects the adsorbed sites from any nuclease enzymes attacking [233] . The physicochemical properties of GO make it to be attractive in delivery and sensing of DNA and RNA, where the interactions of GO-DNA bases in ssDNA are hydrophobic and π-π stacking, knowing that DNA is polyanion [234] . The explanations behind that, π-π stacking forces can overcome the electrostatic repulsion between GO and polyanion of DNA, specifically when ionic strength is high, and the charges are shielded by electrolytes, or at low pH where protonation reduces the GO charge [235] . The bases in dsDNA are protected by double helix, and the charged phosphate groups, which are located at the outer double helix, has low affinity to GO surfaces [235] [236] [237] .
In oxidative reactions, GO shows significant catalytic activity in this type of reactions, where the surface of GO generates ROS, as an intermediate way to the reduction process of molecular oxygen to water [238, 239] . GO is able to deactivate the antioxidant glutathione through catalyzing the reaction of glutathione with O2 [240] . In addition, it is facilitating the oxidative damage in living cells, therefore an advantage for GO in cancer cell therapy [241] .
The adsorptions of protein on the GO surface is facilitating the way to cellular uptake and hence responses to toxicity [145] . GO possesses larger surface area with oxygen-functional groups and π-bonds conjugations. Therefore, protein can be adsorbed on GO through non-covalent including electrostatic, hydrophobic and π-π stacking interactions [242] . In addition, GO side groups and protein could interact through hydrogen bonding which supports the adhesion on the surface, but the hydrophobic interactions remain stronger than electrostatic interactions between GO and protein [242, 243] . Interactions of lipid with GO is unique due to 2D geometry of GO, and it is very important for tissue engineering [244] . A study of single layer interactions to a few layers of GO with bilayers of lipids have been demonstrated with molecular dynamic simulations, and showed a stable form of GO-lipid interactions with smaller perturbations [245] . In addition, another study has pointed out that GO is able to entrench in lipids membrane, and numerous lipids are adsorbed on GO surface and dragged out of the membrane, and thus pores are formed and they allow water molecules to drift into the membrane [246, 247] .
Clinical potential and major challenges
The unique physicochemical properties of GO including large surface area, chemical purity, high loading capacity of drug due to the double-sided sheet, stability due to oxygen-containing functional groups, and the nature of lipophilic helps in penetration of cell membrane barrier for in vivo drug delivery, made GO highly auspicious for anticancer drug delivery nanocarriers [248] . After the work of GO for in vitro anticancer drugs loading and release [126] , several works of GO-based hydrogel have been published on in vivo and in vitro loading and release of anticancer drugs. Therefore, it was found that GO, can be easily optimized for their in vivo explicit purposes and gain features to be often desired as a carrier in drug delivery system [248, 249] . Additionally, the ability of GO to load aromatic and water-insoluble drug added extra unique features to their clinical potentials, besides their ability to easily pass across the cell membrane [249] .
The major challenges for GO-based nanomaterials in anticancer drug delivery applications are to realize (1) the adequate capability of high drug loading for practical usages, (2) the appropriateness of in vivo distribution of drug and release profile, (3) the appropriate GO-nanomaterials modifications for penetrating the barrier of cell membrane, and (4) the GO toxicity profile understanding for both in vivo and in vitro, besides of their biocompatibility, biodistribution and biodegradability. Therefore, the cytotoxicity effects of GObased nanomaterials should be taken seriously into account in the drug delivery systems, where it is found to be dependent on the particular form of GO such as morphology, chemical structure and size [248, 249] .
Conclusions and future perspectives
Graphene oxide hydrogels had been extensively examined for biomedical applications, specifically in the anticancer drug delivery system. Graphene oxide physicochemical properties render its higher capacity of anticancer drug loading capacity for hydrophilic and hydrophobic drugs. More importantly, unmodified graphene oxide possesses insignificant toxicity to the normal cell. The modification of graphene oxide with natural or polymers such as chitosan, sodium alginate, carboxymethyl cellulose, polyacrylamide and poly(N-isopropyl acrylamide) improved the mechanical properties, stability and biocompatibility of graphene oxide for delivery of the anticancer drug with well-regulated release profile and non-initial burst. Moreover, some graphene oxide hydrogels accomplished to load multi-drugs such as camptothecin and doxorubicin. In addition, graphene oxide hydrogels could be prepared via physical or chemical crosslinking strategy using several crosslinkers such as ester, amide, disulfide, metal ions and azide groups. Natural polymer modified graphene oxide such as chitosan and carboxymethyl cellulose improved the in vivo applications. Functionalization of graphene oxide also could be done with stimuli response material such as sodium alginate, a pH-response polymer to trigger drug release upon pH change. Graphene oxide hydrogels could also be engineered to be target cell-specific in order to achieve controlled release anticancer drug. On the other hand, nanoparticles could be incorporated into graphene oxide hydrogels to enhance mechanical properties or add an extra property to the nanocomposites, such as the magnetic property of Fe3O4 nanoparticle on graphene oxide. The versatility of graphene oxide hydrogels stimulate more research to be conducted in the biomedical applications, that one would expect to realize its real application in human body in the very near future.
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